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FEMALE ERASURE - WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT GENDER POLITICS’ WAR
ON WOMEN, THE FEMALE SEX AND HUMAN RIGHTS (Tidal Time Publishing, LLC) is a
dynamic collection of diverse voices speaking out against gender identity politics, exposing the origins
and harmful effects of transgender ideology on the lives of women and children today disguised as
progressive politics.
This anthology comes at a time when gender identity politics and profits from an emerging medical
transgenderism industry for children, teens, and adults inhibit our ability to have meaningful discussions
about sex, gender, and changing laws, which have provided sex-based protections for women and girls
and the re-framing of language referring to females as a distinct biological class.
Standing strongly against gender stereotypes, female oppression, and the sexual violence prevalent in all
levels of society, women’s voices celebrate their lives and examine their struggles through articles,
essays, firsthand accounts, and verse. Lesbian feminists, political feminists, spiritual feminists,
heterosexual-womanist women, mothers, scholars, attorneys, poets, medical and mental health
professionals, educators, environmentalists, and detransitioning women all boldly vocalize their unique
perspectives and universal experiences.
The contributors to Female Erasure know that their views are controversial, and many people will
oppose their work. But they refuse to be silenced by critics, striving instead toward deep, meaningful
discussion with readers about the biases of modern society and the future of women’s rights.

In different voices, this compendium of articles shows how transgenderism is erasing the reality of what
it means to be a woman. There are some marvelous essays in Female Erasure that make this book the
recent go-to analysis of gender identity as “an inherently misogynist idea.”
~ Janice G. Raymond is Professor Emerita of Women’s Studies and Medical Ethics, University
of Massachusetts and author of The Transsexual Empire: the Making of the She-Male.
This courageous book lays out how the transgender narrative and phenomenon are an end point of
patriarchy's hatred of women, the body, sexuality, and the living planet; and how it is the end point of
patriarchy's valuing of what we think about reality over reality itself. But brave women (and some men)
are opposing this erasure of women and of material reality. With truth and reality on our side, how can
we not prevail?
~ Derrick Jensen, author of Endgame, The Myth of Human Supremacy, and A Language Older
Than Words
As the liberal/postmodern dogma of transgender politics becomes the norm in more and more social and
intellectual spaces, it gets harder to ask crucial questions, let alone offer a critique, of the sex/gender
politics of that movement. Coming from a variety of philosophical/spiritual backgrounds, in a variety of
literary styles, this is an impressive collection. All the writers in Female Erasure share a crucial
commitment to rejecting patriarchy, which opens up space for the blunt, honest talk we need. Waving
away these feminists’ questions and critiques with demands for “inclusion” won’t magically answer the
questions or respond to the critiques. As a man who has come to understand sex/gender politics through
radical feminism, I hope readers will not back away from the fight against institutionalized male
dominance. Neither liberal individualism nor postmodern posturing offer much hope in the struggle
against patriarchy.
~ Robert Jensen, author of The End of Patriarchy: Radical Feminism for Men (Spinifex, 2017)
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